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ABSTRACT 

 

The main obstacle encountered during the development of polyhedral oligomeric 

silsesquioxane (POSS) mixed matrix membrane (MMM) via physical blending is the 

combination of compatible inorganic filler and polymeric matrix. In this work, 

mono-functional POSS of different amine functionalised substituent chain lengths 

namely aminopropylisobutyl POSS (AMPOSS-a) and aminoethylaminopropylisobutyl 

POSS (AMPOSS-b) were incorporated into Polysulfone (PSf) membrane at 1wt%, 2wt% 

and 3wt% loadings. The effect of amine substituent chain lengths on its compatibility and 

dispersion properties as well as the glass transition temperature of the MMMs were 

studied using scanning electron microscope (SEM), energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) and 

differential scanning calorimeter (DSC). Particle agglomerations were observed to 

increase with the loadings of both fillers although more prominent in AMPOSS-b/PSf 

membranes. This was attributed to the interparticle forces such as van der Waals and 

electrostatic forces. Distribution of both fillers were concentrated at the upper region of 

the membranes at 1wt% and 2wt% as a consequence of their density difference. The glass 

transition temperature (Tg) for pristine PSf at 197ºC showed an overall decrement 

between 40.3ºC to 47.1ºC when AMPOSS-a and AMPOSS-b were incorporated. The 

decrement was due to AMPOSS particle loadings, surface chemistry and 

particle-polymer chain topology. Hence, mono-substituted POSS with varying amine 

substituent chain lengths did not improve the glass transition temperature nor contribute 

to homogeneous MMM morphology. This had been identified to be the consequence of 

POSS surface energy, which might be caused by the association of hydrocarbon chains 

saturated on the particle surface due to the presence of isobutyl group.  
 

Keywords: POSS; dispersion; glass transition temperature; substituent chain lengths; 

agglomeration. 
 

INTRODUCTION 

 

The advancement made on the development of membranes for the separation of carbon 

dioxide (CO2) from natural gas is still limited to the usage of polymeric membrane due to 

their good intrinsic properties [1-3]. However, they are subjected to the drawbacks of 

permeability and selectivity trade-off limitation as their polymer chain integrity is 

subdued by both physical aging and CO2 plasticization over time [4, 5]. On the contrary, 

the resistance of inorganic membrane to the aforementioned conditions has contributed to 

its fragility and high manufacturing cost [1]. Therefore, recent developments are focused 

on the development of MMM which is made up of a polymeric phase with dispersed 
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inorganic particles. A synergistic separation performance is thereby achieved as the 

polymeric phase provides superior permeability and processability whilst the dispersed 

inorganic phase provides a rigid frame suited for selective permeation of the desired gas 

[6, 7].  

Polysulfone is usually chosen as the polymer matrix for the development of MMM 

due to its excellent thermal and chemical stability [8]. Attributed to its unique structure, 

the repeating phenylene rings provides a rigid backbone that is resistance towards 

mol                                              y                                 

   y                                                                          [9, 10]. 

Furthermore, observations of high resistance towards plasticization is made with PSf 

membrane whereby a good permselectivity of CO2/CH4 was maintained above an 

operating pressure of 30 bar [11, 12]. Besides that, PSf is one of the common polymer 

matrix used for the separation of CO2 as it is absorbed preferentially into the polymer 

matrix compared to methane [13]. PSf are also commercially abundant and are known for 

its biocompatibility and ease of fabrication.  
Current application of inorganic filler in MMMs can be categorized into 

conventional and unconventional filler. Conventional filler such as metal oxides, zeolites 

and carbon molecular sieves are porous in nature and they have been heavily researched 

on in the past decade due to the adaptability and versatility of their chemical composition 

[6]. Their incorporation induces molecular sieving effect in a membrane separating the 

gasses based on their shapes and sizes [14]. However, due to imperfect membrane 

morphology caused by the lack of interfacial interaction, industrial application of these 

conventional fillers is currently hampered. Consequently, researches have expanded 

towards the incorporation of unconventional fillers in MMMs. 

Some of the unconventional fillers used in the development MMMs are metal 

organic framework, zeolite imidazolate framework, mesoporous silica, hollow zeolite 

spheres, layered silicate and more [15-18]. Amongst them, POSS possesses the most 

unique feature. It is a new class of organic/inorganic hybrid materials with a general 

formula of [RSiO3/2]n with n ranging from 6-12 and R can be hydrogen, alkyl, olefin, 

alcohol, acid, amine, epoxy or sulfonate group. The chemical structure of POSS is shown 

in Figure 1. POSS hybrid material has a diameter that ranges from 1-3 nm [19]. The 

nano-size characteristics of POSS and its organic outer corner allows it to be easily 

dissolved into most organic solvent simplifying the process of MMMs fabrication. The 

organic substituents also provide better compatibility with polymer matrix with strong 

chemical and physical interactions [20]. Hence, the intrinsic mechanical and thermal 

properties of host polymer will not be compromised with the incorporation of POSS [1]. 

Besides, the smaller the particle size, the better the adhesion towards the polymeric 

matrix as it provides a larger interfacial area for bonding to occur [21]. Moreover, its 

ability to be functionalised into different variations has sparked an interest to develop 

MMMs with improved properties [22]. Most importantly, its separated, non-aggregated, 

well-defined size and structure induces good dispersion in various polymers [20, 23-25] 

The incorporation of POSS in polymeric matrixes can be done via two approaches 

which are chemical cross-linking and physical blending. In chemical cross-linking, the 

formation of covalent bonds between POSS and polymer matrices are encouraged whilst 

in physical blending, POSS particles are embedded into the polymer matrices via melt 

mixing or solvent casting methods. Although chemical crosslinked POSS MMMs often 

leads to the development of a homogeneous membrane with no particle agglomerations, 

the development of POSS MMMs requires expensive synthetic procedures and long hour 
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which decreases its commercialization ability [26]. Hence, physical blending method is 

explored due to its ease of processing, versatility and cost-effectiveness. 

To the knowledge of the author, research available for physically blended POSS 

MMMs are limited to the application of molecular silica and multi-functional POSS. 

With the research available, it was shown that the addition of octaphenyl POSS 

(molecular silica) and octaaminophenyl POSS (multi-functional POSS) into polyimide 

matrix have led to the formation of phase separation with the former while exhibiting a 

homogenous morphology with the latter [27]. Another research showed that the addition 

of poly(ethylene  glycol) (PEG) functionalized POSS (multi-functional POSS) in 

polymer intrinsic microporosity (PIMs) membrane had also led to the formation of phase 

separation [28]. Hence, amino functionalized POSS has been deemed to offer good 

compatibility with the polymer matrix. Herein, the motivation of this work is to study the 

effect of mono-functional PSOS with differing amine substituent chain lengths namely 

Aminopropylisobutyl POSS and Aminoethylaminopropylisobutyl POSS on polysulfone 

MMM in terms of its compatibility, dispersability and glass transition temperature,  

 

 
 

Figure 1. Chemical structure of POSS [29]. 

 

METHODOLOGY 

 

Materials  

Polysulfone (PSf) pellets (transparent) at 99% purity with an average molecular weight of 

35000 and density of 1.24 g/ml was purchased from Sigma Aldrich. 

AminopropylIsobutyl POSS and aminoethylaminopropylIsobutyl POSS at 97% purity 

were purchased from Hybrid Plastic. In this paper, aminopropylisobutyl will be 

abbreviated as (AMPOSS-a) and aminoethylaminopropyisobutyl will be abbreviated as 

(AMPOSS-b). The physical properties of POSS are given in Table 1. The chemical 

structure of AMPOSS-a and AMPOSS-b are shown in Figure 2. Solvent used for the 

development of MMMs is Tetrahydrofuran (THF) purchased from Merck with a purity of 

99.8%, a density of 0.889 g/ml and boiling point between 65ºC-67ºC.  

 

Table 1: Physical properties of AMPOSS-a and AMPOSS-b 

Type of POSS 
 

Density 

(g/cm
3
) 

Refractive 

Index 

Solvent Solubility  

Aminopropyl-isob

utyl 

1.13 1.49 Tetrahydrofuran, 

chloroform, hexane 

Aminoethylamino-

propylisobutyl 

1.17 1.50 Tetrahydrofuran, 

chloroform 
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(a)                  (b) 
 

Figure 2. (a) Chemical structure of AminopropylIsobutyl (AMPOSS-a) POSS  and (b) 

AminoethylaminopropylIsobutyl (AMPOSS-b) [29]. 

 

Membrane Preparation 

1 wt%, 2 wt% and 3 wt% of AMPOSS-a and AMPOSS-b were added into THF solvent 

and the solutions were placed into ultrasonic bath for 30 min for particle dispersion. PSf 

pellets were dried at 110°C for 24 hours before being added into the solution in batches. 

The dope solution was stirred at 400 rpm until the PSfs were fully dissolved. The stirring 

speed was then dropped to 200 rpm and stirred for another 8 hours. The dope solution was 

placed in an ultrasonicator to degas for 30 min. The membrane was casted via dry phase 

technique on a thoroughly cleaned glass plate (20cm x 25cm) with a 200 μ          k  f  

(8cm x 2cm x 2cm). The casted membranes (23cm x 8cm) are left at room temperature for 

24 hours and dried in a vacuum oven at 70°C for 3 hours to remove residual solvent. 

Schematics of the fabrication process is detailed in Figure 3. 
 

 
Figure 3. Schematics of POSS MMMs fabrication process. 

 

MEMBRANE CHARACTERIZATION 
 

Membrane Morphology and Particle Dispersibility Study  

The membrane morphology was determined by using scanning electron microscope 

(SEM). Membrane morphology observed will help determine the compatibility between 

fillers and polymer as well as their dispersibility. Hence, the surface and cross-sectional 

morphologies of 1 wt%, 2 wt% and 3 wt% of AMPOSS-a and AMPOSS-b in PSf matrix 

were observed by SEM (Hitachi T3030). Samples were freeze-fractured in liquid 

nitrogen, coated with platinum and viewed under operating acceleration voltage of 15 kV. 

To further analyse the presence of the inorganic fillers incorporated and their 

dispersiblity, EDX analysis was employed using Bruker Quantax 70.  
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Thermal Analysis  

Differential scanning colorimetry (DSC) (TA Instrument, Q2000) was used to study the 

glass transition temperature of the membranes developed with and without the 

incorporation of inorganic fillers. The glass transition temperature was determined by 

heating               (≤5  ) w       v                 q      (  5   x   5  ) from 

                w     2                            f            The data collected were 

subsequently interpreted using Universal Analysis 2000 provided by TA Instrument.  

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 

Membrane Morphological Study   

SEM was done to provide qualitative measures for the study of material compatibility and 

particle distribution within the membrane. Particle aggregates could be seen in all MMMs 

despite the different fillers that has been utilised. The presence of particle agglomerations 

is detrimental to the performance of the membrane in the separation of gases as it may 

lead to the formation of undesirable channels across the polymer increasing its gas 

permeability but not selectivity [30, 31]. Also, mechanical strengths of the membrane 

may be compromised with the presence of agglomerations as it creates more stress 

convergent points subjected to external forces [32].  

As observed in the MMMs incorporated with AMPOSS-a in Figure 4(a), (b) and 

(c), the size of these particle agglomerates increased significantly with the loadings. 

However, in the latter images, although the frequency of particle agglomerates increased 

with the loadings, the size differences were not as obvious. Despite the advantage of 

nano-sized filler having a larger surface area for interfacial adhesion, it was not evident in 

this study. However, the agglomerations of both AMPOSS-a and AMPOSS-b were the 

impact brought by interparticle forces such as van der Waals and electrostatic forces. The 

surfaces of smaller particles are saturated with a higher percentage of atoms, therefore 

increasing its surface energy. With the heightened interparticle forces and surface energy, 

the particles agglomerates to achieve equilibrium [33, 34]. Besides, the phenomenon can 

also be caused by the association of hydrocarbon chains saturated on the surface of the 

          y V       W      attraction force [35]. The association of hydrocarbon chain in 

POSS particles can be contributed by the isobutyl group located at the surface of POSS. 

Particle dispersion in 1wt% and 2wt% particle loadings in MMMs tended to 

accumulate at the upper region of the membranes. This could be an attribute of the density 

difference between the inorganic fillers and the polymer matrix [6]. The density 

difference between AMPOSS-a, AMPOSS-b and PSf were apparent at 1.16 g/ml, 1.17 

g/ml and 1.24 g/ml respectively providing substantial explanation to the phenomenon 

discussed. However, the particle distribution exhibited at 3 wt% loading is significant 

better compared to those at 1wt% and 2wt% loadings. The increased in particle saturation 

at higher loadings in the membrane which might have prompted the migration of the 

particles downward.  

The membranes in Figure 4 were observed to be slightly porous in nature. 

However, the pores observed were the result of ellipsoidal inclusions. The formation of 

these ellipsoidal inclusions or oval shaped holes were located all over the cross sections 

of the AMPOSS-b/PSf MMMs. Similar findings have been reported and the cause was 

identified to be the poor miscibility between the fillers with the polymer matrix [24]. 

Furthermore, the empty voids visible in Figure 4 were perhaps the result of filler 

aggregates that have been detached from the polymer matrix during the breakage of 

sample for SEM analysis [36]. Similarly, ellipsoidal inclusions were highly visible at 
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1wt% AMPOSS-a/PSf MMM compared to the rest. As aforementioned, the size of 

aggregates of AMPOSS-a increases with the particle loadings. The increase in aggregate 

size may have contributed to a rougher filler surface making detachment from the 

membrane harder during membrane breaking [37]. With that being said, the apparent ease 

of aggregate detachment from the polymer indicated a poor adhesion between the 

particles and the polymer matrix. Based on the observations made, it can be concluded 

that AMPOSS-a exhibit a better compatibility with polymer matrix. 

Additionally, AMPOSS-b exhibited a poorer adhesion to the polymer matrix 

compared to AMPOSS-a due to the highly visible void formation around the outer 

perimeter of the inorganic fillers. The visibility of voids on both inorganic fillers showed 

minimal reactivity between the polymer and inorganic fillers although both fillers are 

reactive in nature. Such observations were in contrast with many researches carried out 

with reactive POSS showing the development of  homogeneous membrane [38, 39]. This 

is best explained by the method of membrane fabrication in this research. Unlike most 

researches done via melt blending, copolymerization and cross-linking; physical blending 

of polymer and filler does not focus on prompting polymer-filler reaction [40, 41]. In 

addition to that, the interfacial adhesion of AMPOSS-a MMMs were observed to improve 

with increased loadings. The aforementioned theory on particle reaching an equilibrium 

in surface energy might have contributed to this outcome.  

 

   
 

(a)             (b)              (c) 

                       

     
 

(d)             (e)              (f) 

 

Figure 4. Cross sectional morphology MMMs with (a) 1 wt%, (b) 2 wt%, (c) 3 wt% 

AMPOSS-a and (d) 1 wt%, (e) 2 wt% and (f) 3 wt% AMPOSS-b. 

 

The observations made on the formation voided interphase, agglomerations and 

ellipsoidal inclusions showed a higher severity in AMPOSS-b MMMs Hence, the longer 

amine substituent chain length of AMPOSS-b POSS did not promote reactivity between 

polymer and filler. Nonetheless, the indifference observed in both inorganic fillers were 
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identified to be contributed by POSS surface energy, which might be caused by the 

association of hydrocarbon chains saturated on the particle surface fur to the presence of 

isobutyl group. 

 

Particle Dispersion Study  

Figure 5 illustrated the cross-sectional mapping of silicon in MMMs for different 

loadings of AMPOSS-a and AMPOSS-b. Silicon was used as an indicator for the 

presence of the inorganic filler as it was unique only to the inorganic fillers added and it 

was represented by the blue specs on the dark background. Based on the distribution of 

silicon observed in MMMs with 1wt% and 2wt% AMPOSS-a, it is more homogeneous 

compared to others as there were no visible large accumulation of silicon. At 3 wt% 

AMPOSS-a, agglomerations were prominent, but the distribution of particles were still 

satisfactory. MMMs with AMPOSS-b exhibited particle agglomerations at loadings as 

low as 1wt%. Agglomeration sizes also increased with the loadings in contrast with the 

observation made in SEM analysis as large size agglomerations were not visible. EDX 

analysis was done to provide verifications to the observations made in SEM analysis and 

in the case of particle agglomeration sizes, SEM analysis has been proven otherwise. The 

cause of particle agglomerations had been discussed in membrane morphological study 

section. Furthermore, EDX analysis has also shown sparser particle distribution in the 

lower region of 1wt % and 2wt% of AMPOSS-a and AMPOSS-b MMMs which was in 

line with the results aforementioned in membrane morphological study section.   

 

   
 

(a)                                            (b)                                         (c) 

 

   
 

                    (d)                                            (e)                                            (f)    
 

Figure 5. Cross section element mapping of MMMs with (a) 1 wt%, (b) 2 wt%, (c) 3 

wt% AMPOSS-a and (d) 1 wt%, (e) 2 wt%, (f) 3 wt% AMPOSS-b. 
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Thermal Analysis  

DSC was used to determine the glass transition temperature (Tg) of the membranes 

developed. The determination of Tg enabled the distinction made between amorphous 

membrane and crystalline membrane. The term glass transition referred to the step like 

changes that occur in the membrane physical properties over a temperature interval [41]. 

The incorporation of POSS had different effects on membrane glass transition 

temperature as it was dependent on several key factors which included filler surface 

chemistry, amount and polymer-filler chain topology [26].   

The overall Tg of the MMMs were tabulated in Table 1. The glass transition of 

P-PSf was                           f             C [9]. The overall glass transition 

temperature of MMMs developed were significant lower compared to P-PSf. The overall 

decrement in Tg could be attributed to the amount of POSS added. At low POSS loading 

(<10wt%), the nanoparticles acts as a plasticizer leading to flexible chains. On the 

contrary, at higher POSS loading, it may hinder the large scale segmental motion of the 

polymer chain. Similar behaviors have been observed elsewhere [42, 43].  

 In terms of surface chemistry, both inorganic fillers have heptaisobutyl structure. 

This structure was expected to increase the Tg of MMMs due to its bulkiness which could 

inhibit local segmental motion of the polymer chains [44]. Besides, both inorganic fillers 

also possess one reactive vertex group. This was supposed to exhibit either a pendent or 

telechelic type topology by forming a bond with the neighboring polymer. Hence, 

                                                                    [41]. The inverse in 

the results obtained could only be explained by the increment of free volume induced by 

the agglomeration of particles and the increment in chain mobility caused by the 

incompatibility of materials which can be observed in Figure 4 [39]. The low Tg might 

also be resulted by poorly dispersed inorganic fillers as a finely dispersed POSS might 

from a 3-D network that could result in a solid-like behavior [45]. 

 

Table 1. Glass transition temperature of MMMs developed. 

 

Membrane  Tg (  ) 

P-PSf 

1AMPOSS-a/PSf 

2AMPOSS-a/PSf 

3AMPOSS-a/PSf 

1AMPOSS-b/PSf 

2AMPOSS-b/PSf 

3AMPOSS-b/PSf 

194 

147.8 

146.9 

146.9 

149.9 

150.2 

153.7 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

In conclusion, both mono-functional AMPOSS-a and AMPOSS-b exhibited poor 

compatibility and dispersion in the polymer matrix. However, it was evident that the 

increase in amine substituent chain lengths had a more adverse effect. Voided 

morphology and ellipsoidal inclusions observed in SEM appeared more prominently in 

AMPOSS-b MMMs, a result of material incompatibility. Particle dispersion were also 

poorer in AMPOSS-b MMMs accompanied by severe agglomerations of particles even at 

low particle loadings. The density difference between filler and polymer had also 

contributed to the uneven filler distribution with most filler found on the upper region of 

the membranes developed. Glass transition temperature of the MMMs as determined by 
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DSC were found to be more amorphous than the pristine PSf membrane. The decrement 

in glass transition temperature were attributed to factors such as particle loadings, 

morphology and type of polymer-filler chain topology. The main reason identified for the 

results obtained in both SEM and DSC is the interparticle forces and particle surface 

energy. Therefore, future work can be done to alter the surface energy of the inorganic 

fillers via physical treatment such as the addition of suitable surfactant and in-situ 

polymerization. Additionally, the inorganic fillers can be further functionalised 

chemically coupling agent or undergo steric acid-treatment.  
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